The Costa Rica Center's cooperation partners are:

**Universidad de Costa Rica (UCR)**
www.ucr.ac.cr

**Tecnológico de Costa Rica (TEC)**
www.tec.ac.cr

**Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica (UNA)**
www.una.ac.cr

**Universidad Técnica Nacional (UTN)**
www.utn.ac.cr

**Universidad para la Paz (UPEACE)**
www.upeace.org

**Universidad de Costa Rica (UCATOLICA)**
www.ucatolica.ac.cr

**Instituto Interamericano de Derechos Humanos (IIDH)**
www.iidh.ed.cr

**Universidad Santa Paula (USP)**
www.uspsantapaula.com

**Universidad Católica de Costa Rica**
www.ucatolica.ac.cr
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**Center sponsor**

The Costa Rica Center is funded by the **Sievert Foundation for Science and Culture** (Sievert Stiftung für Wissenschaft und Kultur). The Foundation has enjoyed close ties with the university as well as with the country of Costa Rica for many years.

To learn about the Sievert Foundation for Science and Culture, please go to: [www.sievert-stiftung.de](http://www.sievert-stiftung.de)
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**Contact**

Osnabrück University
School 03: Educational and Cultural Studies
Costa Rica Center, Interdisciplinary Research Cluster

**Scientific Director:**
PD Dr. Susanne Müller-Using
Tel.: +49 541 969 4553
E-mail: susamuel@uos.de

**Spokeswoman:**
Prof. Dr. Martina Blasberg-Kuhnke
Tel.: +49 541 969 4288
E-mail: mblasber@uos.de

**Office Germany**
Kolpingstr. 7 · Room 01/306 - 308
49074 Osnabrück · Germany
Tel.: +49 541 969 6283 · Fax: +49 541 969 6284
E-mail: crz@uos.de

**Office Costa Rica**
CONARE: Edificio Dr. Franklin Chang Diaz
1,3 km N de Embajada de EEUU · 174-1200 San José
Tel: +506 2519 5707 · E-Mail: ccr@conare.ac.cr
Rep.: Ambassador (ret.) José J. Chaverri
Cell: +506 8563 1187

www.costaricazentrum.uni-osnabrueck.de/en
www.facebook.com/costaricazentrum
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Campus Omar Dengo, Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica
Research orientation

The intercultural research at the Costa Rica Center is concerned with value-based and future-oriented issues and debates in the study of society and culture. The center’s main research fields include:

- development, education and (dual) teacher education
- values and human rights education
- memoria, compassion and peace
- environment, economy and sustainability
- biodiversity and biosciences
- intercultural economic psychology

The Center examines pedagogic, socio-political, cultural, religious, socio-ethical, ecological as well as economic standards in their respective contexts, drawing a comparison between Costa Rica and Germany, between Latin America and Europe. The range of subjects allows a differentiated examination of the self-awareness, the development and the changes within the two democracies, the Republic of Costa Rica and the Federal Republic of Germany.

Projects and activities

Based on their research areas, the Costa Rica Center’s members carry out subject-related research and cooperation projects with Costa Rica. In the context of academic exchange, the Center organizes lecture series, workshops and study trips both in Germany and Costa Rica. Interdisciplinary summer schools in both countries enable international students to gain a varied insight not only into academic life and the academic offer abroad, but also into the professors’ theoretical and practical approaches. Particular emphasis is placed upon individual encounters and conversations. In every activity, the students and professors benefit from an intercultural dialogue within their own discipline and beyond.

Who we are

The Costa Rica Center at Osnabrück University aims to promote international and intercultural academic and scholarly exchange between Costa Rica and Germany. Its transdisciplinary research profile and activities are geared towards innovation and cooperation. The members of the cluster come from different disciplines and fields including biology, educational studies, geography, catholic theology, psychology, literary and cultural studies, sports and movement science as well as economics.

Participating faculties at Osnabrück University

- 01 - Cultural Studies and Social Sciences
- 03 - Educational and Cultural Studies
- 05 - Biology / Chemistry
- 07 - Language and Literary Studies
- 08 - Human Sciences
- 09 - Business Administration and Economics

Student exchanges between Germany and Costa Rica are supported by the Costa Rica Center. In cooperation with the Center for Teacher Education at Osnabrück University and the institutes of educational studies at our partner universities, internships in Costa Rica are arranged, coordinated and supervised. Together with the International Office, the Costa Rica Center answers questions regarding the Bachelor’s and Master’s programs as well as the doctoral programs at Osnabrück University. It also offers help finding a suitable doctoral advisor.

Detailed presentation of all research areas, projects and activities:

www.costaricazentrum.uni-osnabrueck.de/en